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Hurricane tracking lab answers

Photo: NOAA/NESDISHurricane Florence is expected to land along the Atlantic coast as early as next Thursday. While coastal Virginia, North Carolina and South Carolina are expected to be the hardest hit, anyone living along the East Coast should keep a close eye on the storm's progress. As of this morning, Florence has been upgraded to a Category 4 storm, with high winds
and heavy rain expected to start Wednesday night or Thursday morning. For the National Hurricane Center, people in South Carolina, up to the Mid-Atlantic, should have a hurricane plan and be prepared to follow the advice of local officials. If your area may be affected by the storm, be aware of any of these resources: as always, local meteorologists and the media are the best
source of forecasts and evacuation protocols, so be sure to consult when making storm preparation plans. Keep up with the latest daily hype with BuzzFeed's Daily News! So I go back from vacation to zillion emails, not to mention projects that need to be launched and others that need to be finished. All this has overtaken my brain a bit I thought I would have a lot of frivolous
opinions, since i had such a busy couple of weeks. For example, we've seen a lot of people opining on the beta version of IE7 (Internet Explorer 7) that has been floating around the internet, such as Paul Thurrott's call to boycott IE7 and the counter-opinion of Ryan Hoffman. Apple then released the mouse with **multiple buttons, which put Mac loyalists in another frenzy, and that's
shortly after Apple announced the move to Intel. I suppose Apple's progressive slide to the dark side may be a good fodder for discussion, but I live only a few miles from Apple's main campus, and Haven't seen the volcanic smoke rising from the Mountain death campus infinite episode yet. It's also been busy on The Davis Ziv sites, as AMD comes out with a low-cost athlon 64
double-core, which should put a hurt on Intel. Meanwhile, eWeek was busy digging in the merge and out of the beta version of Microsoft Vista. But I was away, so I'm still digesting all this. I can tell you that a zipline ride 1,100 feet above the valley that separates Whistler and Blackcomb is a real rush and that there are more restaurants on Robson Street in Vancouver, BC, than on
any street I can remember being on, ever. This isn't a column about Lloyd's fun vacation, so I've collected some of the technical tips and tricks I've uncovered in the last few weeks. I can't take personal credit for any of these, but I seem to have misstated some sources. I hope you find these useful. Continued... It's hurricane season, and that means scary weather up to thousands
of miles from the eye of the storm. Tracking the undulating effects of hurricanes You'll find much more rainy days just a few degrees away from Katrina and Jimina are stories of humanity: displacement, reinvention, evolution, art, and even bureaucracy. Here is the trail of one of the breadcrumbs on the internet that has been matched in with storms. The east coast is now just
seeing the sun after a wave of rain that was pushed in by tropical low danny, but another hurricane is bustling behind it. Hurricane Jimena is the engine toward the continent with winds topping 135 miles per hour and heading straight to Mexico Cabo San Lucas, ready to destroy the holidays of beachgoers and provide much-needed rain to a disaster area until the cattle die. But in
Maine, locals are still mourning the death of a 7-year-old girl who was taken to sea after a wave of Hurricane Bill hit an ocean-watching platform in the Acadia National Park (seen below, via NYTimes.com). In the South, Gulf residents remember their own tragedy: the fourth anniversary of Hurricane Katrina. As President Obama promises to accelerate the long and underdeveloped
reconstruction efforts (video below), stories of displaced populations are now emerging as the ripple effects of the nation's radiance. The Dallas Morning News tells one story of a New Orleans resident who fled to North Texas with 66,000 other refugees and was so affected by the scale of the loss that he started a soup truck to help feed the region's poor, serving cajun chicken
noodles to five or six hundred mouths a day. A story in the Miami Herald traces the fate of more than 1,500 cats and dogs rescued from katrina areas and adopted by families in neighboring states. But cities and towns that suffered mass evacuation faced a census crisis in 2010. District officials are pressuring Congress to pay extra attention to the way people in the Southeast are
indexed, so that censuses distinguish between the population of those states and refugees from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. If the hurricane-hit areas do not register enough people, they will lose parts of the $300 billion in federal funds that will be disbursed this year to roads, schools and hospitals. It chronicles the entire chaos from the land to the diaspora of New Orleans, and
their destinies – a graphic novel about the victims of Hurricane Katrina called The Storm Knights. Each month, creator Josh Newfield adds chapters to the book, updating his subjects. But what is a hurricane, anyway? When a storm moves across the ocean sucking hot air and pushing cold air from above, it is created to eventually breathe its way into a stronger and stronger
vacuum. While Category 4 hurricanes like Jimena can produce winds of 200 miles per hour, they are nothing compared to hycanes, prehistoric storm events the size of the continental United States created by large or other catastrophic volcanic eruptions. In fact, it is said that the extinction of the dinosaurs may have been due in part to a wave of hypercanes triggered by an
asteroid's impact with Earth. While the hypercanes may seal the fate of prehistoric animals, researchers in Montreal may have brought them back from oblivion. The Canadian paleontologist plans to engineer embryonic chickens instead as dinosaurs, hoping that humanity will finally be able to take a look at the phenotype we've never seen before. Although the paleontologist says
it will be a long time before his laboratory can actually hatch any prehistoric creatures, the dinosaur's resurrection is enough to make any human being alien to his own prehistoric ancestors. According to evolutionary scientist Ellen Morgan, those primate ancestors lived not in the plains, as we once suspected, but in water. If new research on climate change proves correct, rising
global temperatures over the next 100 years could displace hundreds of millions of the world's population due to floods. Coastal cities like New York, Miami and New Orleans will be underwater, and no amount of water assets or hurricane reconstruction will be able to save them. Hurricane Harvey is coming down the Texas coast and people are hitting their gates, looking for
flashlight batteries, and storing supplies. If you want to follow a hurricane, these apps are your best bet: Hurricane Pro. one of the oldest hurricane tracking apps created, remains one of the best apps. It's a good meteorology with satellite imagery and NOAA management reports, twitter integration (which can be the best source of real-time information during a storm), historical
storm data, and includes push notifications. $2.99 Hurricane Tracker. The only purpose of this application is to track hurricanes, so it is designed with the functionality in mind. It provides detailed maps of storm level and threat, National Hurricane Center information, real-time updates, and payment alerts. $3.99 WSVN Hurricane Tracker. This app from the local Miami News
Channel (which knows a thing or two about hurricanes) provides Intel hurricane tracking as well as updated evacuation orders, shelter information, store and office listings that are open or closed. It's free so it can't hurt to test it out. Hurricane Center at the U.S. Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Get your news directly from the source. This data-filled app offers translated
payment notifications (you, in Camaro Green on Lincoln Ave.) and the best meteorological data around it. It's $1.99 while you're downloading stuff, grabbing NOAA now, which isn't a specific tornado, but full of useful information no matter what the weather. Radar this app integrates NOAA weather data, high-definition radar doppler, mobile radar forecasts, and more. It's simple to
use and very accessible. Free. Max Mayfield tracking hurricanes. Max Mayfield may look like Affable khaki wears a golfer, but it is all that and more. Mayfield is the former director of the National Hurricane Center and has seen things, making his application very useful. Lots of information with interactive maps. Free. (Errican) This Hurricane and Hurricane Monitoring app is
available for iOS or Android devices. It collects a history of more than 22,000 weather stations worldwide to provide tracking information, satellite imagery, models and more. $1.99 Hurricane Fishing. This Android app uses Google Maps to track the storm, and includes National Weather Service forecasting information, satellite imagery, and general advice, and refers to areas
monitored by the National Weather Service. Hurricane Red Cross. Fast Company readers proposed the app again in 2012 when Storm Franken was coming down the East Coast. The app doesn't have the best meteorological data, but it can be a literal savior by keeping communication going even when it's out of power and letting people know you're safe or really need help. One
word of caution: Reviews for the latest update is not great. Maybe download the app and app back up and an extra gallon of milk while you're at it. If you prefer to see the weather online, insiders tell us the weather site in Space City is a favorite hurricane tracking site for residents of the Texas Gulf Coast. Population.
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